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ARTICLE

Power of inclusion: Enhancing polygenic prediction
with admixed individuals

Yosuke Tanigawa1,2,* and Manolis Kellis1,2,*
Summary
Admixed individuals offer unique opportunities for addressing limited transferability in polygenic scores (PGSs), given the substantial

trans-ancestry genetic correlation in many complex traits. However, they are rarely considered in PGS training, given the challenges in

representing ancestry-matched linkage-disequilibrium reference panels for admixed individuals. Here we present inclusive PGS (iPGS),

which captures ancestry-shared genetic effects by finding the exact solution for penalized regression on individual-level data and is thus

naturally applicable to admixed individuals. We validate our approach in a simulation study across 33 configurations with varying her-

itability, polygenicity, and ancestry composition in the training set. When iPGS is applied to n¼ 237,055 ancestry-diverse individuals in

the UK Biobank, it shows the greatest improvements in Africans by 48.9% on average across 60 quantitative traits and up to 50-fold im-

provements for some traits (neutrophil count, R2¼ 0.058) over the baselinemodel trained on the same number of European individuals.

When we allowed iPGS to use n ¼ 284,661 individuals, we observed an average improvement of 60.8% for African, 11.6% for South

Asian, 7.3% for non-British White, 4.8% for White British, and 17.8% for the other individuals. We further developed iPGSþrefit to

jointly model the ancestry-shared and -dependent genetic effects when heterogeneous genetic associations were present. For neutrophil

count, for example, iPGSþrefit showed the highest predictive performance in the African group (R2 ¼ 0.115), which exceeds the best

predictive performance for the White British group (R2 ¼ 0.090 in the iPGS model), even though only 1.49% of individuals used in

the iPGS training are of African ancestry. Our results indicate the power of including diverse individuals for developing more equitable

PGS models.
Introduction

Polygenic scores (PGSs), used for aggregating genetic ef-

fects into the individual-level genetic liability of diseases

or non-disease traits,1,2 have attracted significant research

interest as a result of the recent expansion of genotyped

cohort sample sizes, increased recognition of the polyge-

nicity of complex traits, and recent methodological inno-

vations in PGS training. For some traits, the predictive per-

formance indicates the potential clinical relevance of

PGS.1–3 However, most PGS models suffer from limited

transferability across populations,4 despite the fact that

some complex traits manifest substantial trans-ancestry

genetic correlation.5–7 The limited transferability is partly

due to the underrepresentation of non-European individ-

uals in genetic studies and results in delaying the realiza-

tion of equitable healthcare benefits from advancements

in genetic research.8

Several efforts are underway to improve the transfer-

ability of PGSmodels. On the one hand, active recruitment

of non-European individuals in genetic studies along with

global partnerships and capacity building are greatly

increasing,9 but most genome-wide association study

(GWAS) cohorts have not realized the diversity that pro-

portionally represents global populations. On the other

hand, the development of computational methods can

complement these efforts and provide immediate benefits

to individuals of diverse ancestry groups.10 Existing efforts
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include performing PGS modeling by prioritizing variants

present in diverse populations11 and cell-type-specific reg-

ulatory elements12 and combining multiple polygenic pre-

dictors characterized for multiple ancestry groups.13–16

Admixed individuals, whose genomes consist of haplo-

types from more than one ancestry group and account

for one in seven newborns in the U.S.,17 are often excluded

in PGS model training given the technical limitations.

Most modern PGS methods apply Bayesian multivariate

regression by including GWAS summary statistics and

ancestry-matched linkage disequilibrium (LD) reference

panels. Although methods of applying GWAS analysis to

admixed individuals exist,18 dependencies on the LD refer-

ence panels and computational complexities in represent-

ing LD for admixed individuals present challenges in the

estimation of variant effect sizes in PGS modeling. How-

ever, including admixed individuals offers valuable in-

sights into the genomic basis of common complex

traits.6,19,20 A recent study indicates that the individual-

level PGS performance shows linear decay as a function

of genomic distance defined as the Euclidean distance on

the genotype PCA projection from the PGS training set,

highlighting the importance of considering the contin-

uum of genomic ancestry in PGS evaluation.21 Given the

substantial trans-ancestry genetic correlation in some com-

plex traits,5,6 one might expect that admixed individuals

also offer unique opportunities to train PGS models with

improved transferability.
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Here, we overcome the technical limitations and present

inclusive PGS (iPGS), a PGS training strategy that considers

individuals across the continuum of genetic ancestry.

Applying penalized regression directly to individual-level

data, iPGS captures genetic effects shared across popula-

tion groups while avoiding the need for LD reference

panels and is applicable to admixed individuals. We indi-

cate the improved performance of iPGS in 33 simulation

configurations and systematic application across 60

anthropometric and hematological traits in the UK Bio-

bank. We also develop an iPGSþrefit strategy to jointly

model the ancestry-shared and ancestry-dependent effects

and indicate its utility in improving prediction in a few he-

matological traits in the African population in the UK

Biobank. Our work highlights the benefits of inclusive

PGS training in improving predictive performance and

transferability.
Material and methods

Compliance with ethical regulations and informed

consent
This research has been conducted through UK Biobank Resource

under application number 21942, ‘‘Integrated models of

complex traits in the UK Biobank.’’ All participants from UK Bio-

bank provided written informed consent (more information is

available at https://www.ukbiobank.ac.uk/2018/02/gdpr/).
Synthetic genotype and phenotype data
We prepared synthetic genotype and phenotype data to investi-

gate the behavior of iPGS. We used the recently released simulated

genotypes from the INTERVENE consortium and used their

HAPNEST pipeline to generate synthetic quantitative pheno-

types.22 The HAPNEST pipeline is capable of generating synthetic

genotypes and phenotypes for hundreds of thousands of individ-

uals across multiple continental ancestry groups, thanks to its

computational efficiency. The synthetic genotype data preserves

the key statistics, such as minor-allele frequency and LD in

ancestry-matched reference panels, and has lower relatedness

with the reference panels. The pipeline allowed us to simulate phe-

notypes under the specified heritability and polygenicity.

We downloaded the HAPNEST synthetic dataset (BioStudies:

S-BSST936; EMBL-EBI’s BioStudies repository, https://www.ebi.ac.

uk/biostudies/studies/S-BSST936) and focused on synthetic geno-

type data on chromosome 22 for 168,000 individuals each in Afri-

can and European ancestry groups.22 We split each ancestry group

into training (n ¼ 110,000), validation (n ¼ 20,000), and held-out

test sets (n ¼ 38,000) without using phenotypes. We used the

training set to fit models, the validation set to determine the spar-

sity of themodels, and the held-out test sets to evaluate the predic-

tive performance of themodels.We used the same training, valida-

tion, and test sets for all tested synthetic traits.

With the phenotype simulation pipeline in HAPNEST, we gener-

ated synthetic phenotypesunder threepolygenicity andheritability

parameters: (1) a lowpolygenicity of 0.01%and equal heritability of

0.1 (h2AFR ¼ 0.1 and h2EUR ¼ 0.1); (2) a higher polygenicity of 0.5%

and equal heritability of 0.1 in syntheticAfricanand synthetic Euro-

pean samples (h2AFR¼ 0.1 and h2EUR¼ 0.1); and (3) the higher poly-

genicity of 0.5% and different heritability between two ancestry
The American Jour
groups (h2AFR ¼ 0.03 and h2EUR ¼ 0.1). We used the default value

of the trans-ancestry genetic correlation of 1.0, assumed no covari-

ate effects on the synthetic phenotypes, and restricted the model

to sample causal variants from chromosome 22 alone.
The study population in the UK Biobank
The UK Biobank is a population-based cohort study with genomic

and phenotypic datasets across about 500,000 volunteers collected

across multiple sites in the United Kingdom.23,24 We performed

sample-level quality control (QC). We focused on n ¼ 406,659 un-

related individuals with genetic data based on the following

criteria25–27: (1) used to compute principal components (UK Bio-

bank data field 22020); (2) removal of sex mismatch between

the sex field in the genotype dataset and phenotype sex (data

field 31); (3) not reported in ‘‘outliers for heterozygosity or missing

rate’’ (data field 22027); (4) not reported in "sex chromosome

aneuploidy" (data field 22019); and (5) do not have ten or more

third-degree relatives (data field 22021).

We subsequently used a combination of self-reported ethnic

background (data field 21000) and genetic principal components

(data field 22009) to define population groups.27 In brief, we

first identified self-reported European, self-reported African, and

self-reported Asian individuals. We applied aberrant, a Bayesian-

outlier-detection algorithm,28 to thefirst six genotypePCs todetect

outliers to refine population-group assignment.24We subsequently

focused on unrelated individuals. We used the self-reported ethnic

background to subdivide European individuals into White British

and non-British White. We defined four population groups, as fol-

lows: White British (WB), non-British White (NBW), African (Afr),

and SouthAsian (SA).We kept the remaining unrelated individuals

as ‘‘others.’’

We randomly split each population group into training (70%),

validation (10%), and test (20%) sets without using phenotypes.

As in the case of the synthetic data, we used the training, valida-

tion, and test sets for model fitting, determination of the sparsity

hyperparameter, and predictive performance evaluation, respec-

tively. We used the same training, validation, and test sets for all

tested traits in the UK Biobank.

For iPGS training, we considered four different subsets of the

training set (Table 1). For MultiPop, NoAdmixed, and Inclusive-

FixN PGS models, we randomly sub-sampled White British indi-

viduals in the training set so that the total number of individuals

used in the iPGS trainingwouldmatch that of theWB-onlymodel.

We applied a similar procedure to define four subsets of the valida-

tion-set individuals for PGS training.
Variant annotation and quality control in the UK

Biobank
We used the directly genotyped dataset (release version 2),

imputed genotypes (release version 3), imputed HLA allelotype

(release version 2), and the GRCh37 human reference genome

throughout the study.24 We performed variant annotation with

Ensembl’s Variant Effect Predictor (VEP) (version 101)29,30 with

the LOFTEE plugin (https://github.com/konradjk/loftee).31 Using

ClinVar,32 we annotated ‘‘pathogenic’’ and ‘‘likely pathogenic’’

variants. We grouped the VEP-predicted consequence of the vari-

ants into six groups: protein-truncating variants (PTVs), protein-

altering variants (PAVs), proximal coding variants (PCVs), intronic

variants (intronic), genetic variants on untranslated regions

(UTRs), and other non-coding variants (others).33 For the directly

genotyped dataset, we focused on variants passing the following
nal of Human Genetics 110, 1888–1902, November 2, 2023 1889
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Table 1. The number of unrelated individuals in UK Biobank analysis

A. Population assignment

WB NBW SA Afr Others Total

Training set 237,055 10,130 5,206 4,246 28,024 284,661

Validation set 33,865 1,448 744 607 4,003 40,667

Held-out test set 67,730 2,894 1,487 1,213 8,007 81,331

Total 338,650 14,472 7,437 6,066 40,034 406,659

B. The number of unrelated individuals used in polygenic score training

Model WB NBW SA Afr Others Total

i. WB-only 237,055 0 0 0 0 237,055

ii. Inclusive 237,055 10,130 5,206 4,246 28,024 284,661

iii. Inclusive-FixN 189,449 10,130 5,206 4,246 28,024 237,055

iv. iMultiPop, NoAdmixed 217,473 10,130 5,206 4,246 0 237,055

v. iPGSþrefit in Afr (wo/ interaction) 237,055 10,130 5,206 4,246 28,024 284,661

vi. iPGSþrefit in Afr 237,055 10,130 5,206 4,246 28,024 284,661

vii. PRS-CSx 270,920 11,578 5,950 4,853 0 293,301

viii. PRS-CSx (n ¼ 256k) 237,055 10,130 5,206 4,246 0 256,637

(A) The number of training, validation, and test-set individuals across population groups is shown. (B) The number of individuals used to train PGS models is
shown. In the iPGSþrefit in Afr models (models v and vi), ntrain ¼ 284,661 individuals were used to train the iPGS model, whereas a subset of n¼ 4,853 individuals
were used in the population-specific refit model (material and methods). Abbreviations are as follows: WB, White British; NBW: non-British White; SA, South Asian;
and Afr, African.
criteria: (1) the missingness of the variant is less than 1%, consid-

ering that the two genotyping arrays (the UK BiLEVE Axiom array

and the UK Biobank Axiom array) cover a slightly different set of

variants24 and (2) Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium test p value

greater than 1.0 3 10�7. For the imputed-genotype dataset, we

used the following criteria: (1) the missingness of the variant is

less than 1%; (2) the minor-allele frequency (MAF) is greater

than 0.01%; (3) the imputation quality score (INFO score) is

greater than 0.3; (4) the variant does not present in the directly

genotyped dataset; and (5) the variant is present in the HapMap

phase 3 dataset. For the HLA allelotype, we kept the imputed alle-

lotype dosage within [0, 0.1), (0.9, 1.1), or (1.9, 2.0] and converted

it to a hard call.34 We focused on the HLA allelotype with (1) miss-

ingness no more than 1% and (2) Hardy-Weinberg disequilibrium

test p value greater than 1.0 3 10�4. We concatenated all

variants and allelotypes into one dataset by using PLINK 2.0 (v.

2.00a3.3LM, 3 Jun 2022).35 The procedure outlined above resulted

in a total of 1,316,181 variants considered in the analysis.
Phenotype definition in the UK Biobank
We focused on 60 anthropometric and hematological traits in the

UK Biobank (Table S1). Some of those phenotypes are collected at

up to four instances, each of which corresponds to (1) the initial

assessment visit (2006–2010), (2) the first repeat assessment visit
1890 The American Journal of Human Genetics 110, 1888–1902, Nov
(2012–2013), (3) the imaging visit (2014–present), and (4) first

repeat imaging visit (2019–present). We defined phenotype data

by using the median of non-missing values for each individual

across the 60 quantitative traits as described elsewhere.26,33,36

Sparse-polygenic-score training from individual-level

data
Wefit sparse-polygenic-scoremodels by using batch screening iter-

ative lasso (BASIL) implemented in the R snpnet package (version

2) on the individual-level data.37,38 We considered the additive ef-

fects of genetic variants on the phenotypes and fit a polygenic

score model by finding the exact solution for L1-and L2-penalized

multivariate regression (Elastic Net).39 Specifically, BASIL directly

operates on the individual-level data and performs variable selec-

tion and effect-size estimation simultaneously. Given a contin-

uous phenotype y˛Rn of n individuals, a covariate matrix

Z˛Rn3r of n individuals and r covariates, and a genotype matrix

X˛Rn3p of n individuals and p variants, we consider the following

regularized regression problem:

�cy0 ; bg; bbðlÞ�¼ argminy0;g;b
1

2n
ky � y0 � Zg � Xbk22

þ l
Xp

j¼1

vj

�
1 � a

2
b2
j þa

��bj

��� (Equation 1)
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where l is a tuning parameter that controls the sparsity of the so-

lution, a is an elastic net parameter that controls the balance be-

tween the L1 (Lasso) and L2 (Ridge) penalization, and nj is the pen-

alty factor for the j-th variable; the penalty factors allow different

levels of shrinkage to variables according to prior knowledge. We

optimized the tuning parameter, l, on the basis of the predictive

performance on the validation set and use a¼ 0.99.We set penalty

factors of nj ¼ 1 for all genetic variants in the application with

synthetic data. In contrast, we assigned lower penalty factors for

non-synonymous coding variants in the application to the UK

Biobank, as described below. Note that the covariate terms are un-

penalized in the regression. When fitting a polygenic score model

from large-scale cohorts, it is not uncommon to have a large

number of individuals (n z 300,000) and genetic variants (p z

1,000,000). Instead of loading all the large-scale data on memory

and fitting a regularized regression, BASIL efficiently solves the

exact solution of the penalized regression in an iterative procedure

by taking advantage of strong rules40 that guide the variable selec-

tion in each iteration step.37 A similar model can be used for bi-

nary phenotypes (logistic regression), time-to-event phenotypes

(Cox proportional hazards regression), or joint modeling of multi-

ple phenotypes, as shown in our previous studies.33,37,38,41–43
Inclusive polygenic scores with synthetic data
In our application of iPGS to the synthetic genotype and pheno-

type data from the HAPNEST pipeline,22 we assessed the impact

of the composition of the training-set individuals on the predic-

tive performance by using the held-out synthetic individuals of Af-

rican and European ancestry groups.

We fit 11 models on ntrain ¼ 110,000 individuals for each of the

three synthetic phenotypes. The training set included individuals

with synthetic African and synthetic European ancestry, eachwith

different ratios. The ratios tested were 100%, 95%, 90%, 75%,

60%, 50%, 40%, 25%, 10%, 5%, and 0%. We constructed the vali-

dation set of n ¼ 40,000 individuals, matching the ratio in the

training set. We applied iPGS to ntrain ¼ 110,000 individuals and

p ¼ 116,524 variants in chromosome 22. Given that we do not

model the covariate effects in phenotype simulation, we did not

include covariate terms in the regression. We used the default

value of 1.0 for all variants for penalty factors. We used the same

n¼ 76,000 individuals (n¼ 38,000 each for African and European)

in the held-out test set for predictive performance evaluation.
Inclusive polygenic scores in the UK Biobank
In our application of iPGS to the UK Biobank, we included age

(UK Biobank data field 34), sex (data field 31), age2, age*sex, Town-

send deprivation index (data field 22189), and the first 18 geno-

type PCs (data field 22009) provided by the UK Biobank24 as

unpenalized covariates. We considered p ¼ 1,316,181 variants

for n ¼ 237,055 individuals or n ¼ 284,661 individuals, as shown

in Table 1B. We used the validation set metric to select the sparsity

of the model.33,37 We prioritized the protein-truncating and pro-

tein-altering variants as previously described.33 In brief, we as-

signed a penalty factor of 0.5 to putative protein-truncating vari-

ants and pathogenic variants; 0.75 to putative protein-altering

variants, likely pathogenic variants, and HLA allelotypes; 1.2 for

genetic variants that are not present in the HapMap phase 3 data-

set; and 1.0 for the other remaining variants. The specific values of

penalty factors are based on heuristics,33 and finding the optimal

values of penalty factors would be an important direction for

follow-up studies.
The American Jour
Inclusive polygenic score with population-specific refit
To model the ancestry-dependent genetic effects on top of

the ancestry-shared effects captured in iPGS, we developed the

iPGSþrefit procedure. We focused on the individuals in the

training and validation sets and also of African ancestry and fit un-

penalized regression by using the individual-level data to charac-

terize the covariate effects: phenotype � age þ sex þ age2 þ
age*sexþ Townsend deprivation indexþ genotype PCs, where ge-

notype PCs represent the first 18 genotype PCs as in the iPGS

training. We obtained the covariate-only score term by predicting

the phenotype values using the covariate terms alone.

For the iPGSþrefit model in the training set without interaction

effects, we focused on the individuals in the training and valida-

tion sets and also of African ancestry and fit the following

elastic-net penalized regression model:

phenotype � covariate-only scoreþ iPGSþ
X
v˛G

v (Equation 2)

where, the covariate-only score and iPGS represent the predicted

phenotype value from the covariate-only model and iPGS model

(genotype-only model), respectively, and G represents the set of

genetic variants with heterogeneous associations. To nominate

the set of genetic variants with heterogeneous associations (G),

we used the heterogeneity test in GWAS meta-analysis by using

nominal p value ¼ 5 3 10�8 as the statistical-significance

threshold. We imputed the missing values in the genetic variants

with heterogeneous associations in the individual-level data by us-

ing the allele frequency computed in the African population in the

UK Biobank. We assigned a penalty factor of 1.1 for the genetic

variants and 1.0 for the covariate-only score and iPGS.

For the iPGSþrefit model with interaction effects, we also

considered variant * PC1 and variant * PC2 terms for genetic var-

iants with heterogeneous associations in the penalized regression

model:

phenotype � covariate-only scoreþ iPGS

þ
X
v˛G

ðvþ v,PC1þ v,PC2Þ (Equation 3)

We assigned a penalty factor of 1.2 for the interaction terms, 1.1

for the genetic variants, and 1.0 for both covariate-only and iPGS

scores. For both models, we fit the elastic-net penalized regression

by setting elastic-net parameter a to be 0.99 and optimized the

tuning parameter by using 10-fold cross-validation with the

cv.glmnet function implemented in the glmnet package in

R.39,40,44
Genome-wide association analysis
We applied genome-wide association analysis with PLINK (v. 2.00

alpha).35 We first computed population-specific genotype PCs for

White British, non-British White, South Asian, and African indi-

viduals in the UK Biobank by using the randomized algorithm

(‘‘approx’’ modifier)45 implemented as the ‘‘--pca allele-wts 20 ap-

prox vzs’’ command in PLINK2. We subsequently applied the

GWAS analysis by using age, sex, Townsend deprivation index,

array, and the top ten population-specific genotype PC loadings

as covariates and using the approximation algorithm (‘‘cc-residual-

ize’’ modifier)46 implemented as the ‘‘--glm zs omit-ref no-x-sex

log10 hide-covar skip-invalid-pheno cc-residualize firth-fallback’’

command in PLINK2. The participants from the UK Biobank

were genotyped on two different arrays: about 10% of participants

were genotyped on the UK BiLEVE Axiom array, and the rest were
nal of Human Genetics 110, 1888–1902, November 2, 2023 1891



genotyped on the UK Biobank Axiom array.24 When genetic vari-

ants were directlymeasured on both arrays, we included an indica-

tor variable ‘‘array’’ in the covariates and denoted whether the UK

Biobank Axiom array or UK BiLEVE Axiom array was used in the

genotyping.

For the GWAS meta-analysis and heterogeneity test, we

applied quantile normalization by using the ‘‘--pheno-quantile-

normalize’’ option in PLINK2. We conducted GWAS analysis by

using the individuals in the training set for the following popula-

tions: White British, non-British White, South Asian, and African.

For PGS modeling with PRS-CSx,16 we used the same GWAS

summary statistics for the meta-analysis. We also conducted

GWAS analysis by using the union of the training and valida-

tion-set individuals in each of the four populations.We used those

two sets of GWAS summary statistics as the input of the PRS-CSx

model (ntrain ¼ 293,301) and the "PRS-CSx (n ¼ 256k)" model

(ntrain ¼ 256,637) (Table 1).

For heritability estimation analysis, we applied GWAS analysis

by using all the individuals in the White British group in the UK

Biobank without applying the quantile normalization.

GWAS meta-analysis and heterogeneity test
Using the GWAS summary statistics for four analyzed populations

(White British, non-British White, South Asian, and African), we

performed inverse-variance weighted (IVW) meta-analysis by us-

ing METAL47 (version 2020-05-05) and included a heterogeneity-

of-effects analysis.

Heritability analysis
We applied linkage disequilibrium (LD) score regression (LDSC)48

and estimated the SNP-based heritability.We compared the predic-

tive performance of the PRS models and the LDSC-based heritabil-

ity estimates.

Allele frequency and LD pruning
We computed the non-reference allele frequency with PLINK235

by using the individuals in the training set and in the following

population groups in the UK Biobank: White British, non-British

White, South Asian, and African. We compute the cumulative fre-

quency of the minor-allele frequency distribution for all the

1,316,181 genetic variants considered in the study. We also

repeated the analysis by focusing on the subset of variants selected

in at least one of the PGSmodels across 60 anthropometric and he-

matological traits.

We applied LD pruning with widow size 200 kb and pairwise

threshold r2 of 0.5 by using the ‘‘--indep-pairwise 200kb 0.5’’ com-

mand implemented in PLINK2.35 We prioritized protein-trunca-

tion, protein-altering, or proximal-coding variants by using the

‘‘--indep-preferred’’ command. We repeated the procedure for

White British, non-British White, South Asian, and African indi-

viduals in UK Biobank. We used the selected variants as approxi-

mately LD-independent variants.

PGS training with PRS-CSx
We fit PGSmodels by using PRS-CSx, a cross-population polygenic

prediction method based on Bayesian multivariate regression us-

ing continuous shrinkage priors.16 We downloaded the pre-

computed LD reference panels constructed from the UK Biobank

data from GitHub (https://github.com/getian107/PRScsx) and

used them for our analysis. Specifically, we used the European

(EUR) reference for our White British and non-British White pop-
1892 The American Journal of Human Genetics 110, 1888–1902, Nov
ulations, the South Asian (SAS) reference for our South Asian pop-

ulation, and the African (AFR) reference for our African population

in the UK Biobank. We fit the Bayesian regression model imple-

mented in PRScsx.py for each chromosome independently.

Following the tutorial and recommendations in the GitHub repos-

itory, we applied a small-scale grid search for the global shrinkage

parameter, phi, by fitting four models corresponding to the

following phi values: 1 3 10�6, 1 3 10�4, 1 3 10�2, and 1. We

used the default values for the other parameters and obtained pos-

terior SNP effect-size estimates for each discovery super-popula-

tion (i.e., EUR, SAS, and AFR). We subsequently learned the

optimal linear combination of the three scores. Specifically, we

used the individuals in the validation set, computed the super-

population-specific scores for each individual by using the

‘‘--score’’ command implemented in PLINK2,35 applied scaling

so that the super-population-specific scores have zero mean and

unit variance, and learned the coefficients of linear combinations

of the population-specific scores according to the recommenda-

tions provided in the GitHub repository. For each target popula-

tion (i.e., the White British, non-British White, South Asian, Afri-

can, and others groups in the UK Biobank), we selected the global

shrinkage parameter on the basis of the predictive performance

evaluated in the individuals in the validation set. We fit two ver-

sions of the PRS-CSx models, corresponding to the individuals

in the training set (the "PRS-CSx [n ¼ 256k]" model, ntrain ¼
256,637) and the individuals in the union of training and valida-

tion set (the PRS-CSx model, ntrain ¼ 293,301), where we used the

optimal phi values and the weights for linear combination of pop-

ulation-specific scores learned from the "PRS-CSx (n ¼ 256k)"

model.
The similarity of PGS models
To assess the similarity of PGS models trained for the same pheno-

type, we computed the Pearson’s correlation between the pair of

PGS values across the individuals in the held-out test set.
PGS performance evaluation
We used the held-out test set to evaluate the predictive perfor-

mance (R2) of (1) PGS (genotype-only) models, (2) covariate-only

models, and (3) full models that considered both covariates and

genotypes (Tables S2 and S3). We reported the predictive perfor-

mance of genotype-only models in the remainder of the main

text unless indicated otherwise. We evaluated the 95% confidence

interval of predictive performance by using the approximate stan-

dard error of R2.49,50

In our application of iPGS to the UK Biobank, we used the pre-

dictive performance computed for theWB-onlymodel as the base-

line to evaluate the significance of improvements in predictive

performance (R2) in the held-out-test-set individuals. We assessed

the significance of the difference in R2 between the iPGS model

and the WB-only model by using the delta method implemented

in the r2redux package in R.49,51 We report the average improve-

ments in PGS models across traits. For each White British, non-

British White, South Asian, African, and ‘‘others’’ population in

the held-out test set individuals, we fit generalized Deming regres-

sion models, R2 � 0 þ R2
WB-only, accounting for the uncertainties

in both predictor and response variables (i.e., standard errors for

R2
WB-only and R2, respectively) by using the Deming package in

R.52 We report the slope of the regression model and its 95% con-

fidence interval as the average improvements in the predictive

performance.
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Figure 1. Simulation study with synthetic data
Across three heritability and polygenicity scenarios (top), we fit PGS models with 110,000 individuals of synthetic African and synthetic
European ancestry of 11 different compositions. We quantified the predictive performance in the held-out test set. Error bars represent
95% confidence intervals.
Statistics
For computational and statistical analysis, we used Jupyter Note-

book,53 R,54 the R Tidyverse package,55 and GNU parallel56

(https://www.gnu.org/software/parallel/). For visualization, we

used ggplot257 with ggrepel58 (https://github.com/slowkow/

ggrepel) and ggrastr59 (https://CRAN.R-project.org/package¼
ggrastr) packages. The p values were computed from two-sided tests

unless otherwise specified.
Results

Overview of inclusive polygenic score (iPGS)

methodology

In iPGS, we characterize PGS models by applying the batch

screening iterative lasso (BASIL) algorithm that we previously

developed37,38 to ancestry-diverse individuals. Unlike most

modernPGSmethods,which takeGWAS summary statistics

and LD reference panels as input, BASIL directly operates on

the individual-level data andfits aPGSmodel as the exact so-

lution of penalized multivariate regression via the iterative

procedure. We characterize ancestry-shared genetic effects

from large-scale individual-level data of more than one

million genetic variants across hundreds of thousands of

ancestry-diverse individuals by taking advantage of efficient

variable screening rules in BASIL. One may provide geno-

type principal-component loadings as unpenalized covari-

ates to account for genome-wide admixture fractions and

population structure. We randomly split the individuals

into training, validation, and held-out test sets and fit a

PGSmodel on the training-set individuals.We used the vali-

dation set to select the sparsity of the penalized regression

model and the held-out test set for performance evaluation.

Application to synthetic data

We first tested our approach with a synthetic individual-

level dataset generated by HAPNEST.22 We used simulated
The American Jour
genotypes in chromosome 22 and created three synthetic

phenotypes with different polygenicity and heritability

for 168,000 individuals each in African and European

ancestry groups (material and methods). We split each of

the ancestry groups into a training set (ntrain ¼ 110,000),

a validation set (n ¼ 20,000), and a held-out test set (n ¼
38,000) for evaluation. To systematically assess the impact

of the composition of individuals in PGS training on pre-

dictive performance, we constructed 11 training sets with

varying numbers of synthetic African and synthetic Euro-

pean individuals (ntrain ¼ 110,000), fit iPGS models, and

evaluated their predictive performance for each of the

three synthetic traits (Figure 1).
The lower polygenicity scenario showed the highest pre-

dictive performance in both synthetic African and syn-

thetic European individuals, as expected, given that the ac-

curacy of PGS depends on the polygenicity, heritability,

and sample size.60 With the equal heritability between

the two ancestry groups, we found that the difference be-

tween synthetic African and synthetic European groups

in the test-set predictive performance is the smallest

when the iPGS models were trained on 75% of synthetic

African and and 25% of synthetic European individuals.

The fact that the transferability of PGS models from syn-

thetic European individuals to synthetic African individ-

uals was lower than in the opposite direction possibly re-

flects that African genomes have greater genetic diversity

(e.g., lower degree of LD) than European genomes.61

We found an increase in the transferability with

ancestry-diverse training in synthetic African and syn-

thetic European groups when they were the minority sam-

ples in the training set. Our results indicate that the inclu-

sion of the minority target population, even 5%, in PGS

training would help improve the transferability of PGS

models. When the heritability was different between the

two ancestry groups, the predictive performance for both
nal of Human Genetics 110, 1888–1902, November 2, 2023 1893
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Figure 2. Inclusive PGS (iPGS) training
with diverse ancestry enhances the trans-
ferability of polygenic scores in the UK Bio-
bank
(A) Principal-component projection of the
unrelated individuals in the UK Biobank
and population-label assignment.
(B) Relative average improvements of PGS
model performance against the baseline
model trained only with White British
individuals (material and methods). Error
bars represent 95% confidence intervals of
average improvements.
populations increased as we increased the samples from

high heritability. Those results validate the utility of

ancestry-diverse training to enhance the transferability of

PGS models and motivated us to apply iPGS to the UK Bio-

bank, one of the largest cohorts with readily available indi-

vidual-level data.

Application to 60 traits in the UK Biobank

In our application of iPGS to the UK Biobank,23,24 we

assigned unrelated individuals to four ancestry groups:

White British (WB, n ¼ 338,650), non-British White

(NBW, n¼ 14,472), South Asian (SA, n¼ 7437), and African

(Afr, n¼ 6066) by using the combination of genotype prin-

cipal-component (PC) loadings and self-reported ethnicity

data (material andmethods, Figure 2A). The remaining indi-

viduals (others, n¼ 40,034) accounted fornearly 10%of un-

related individuals in theUKBiobankandconsistedofmany

admixed individuals and a smaller number of East Asian in-

dividuals (Table 1A).We randomly split each of the ancestry

groups into a training set (70%), a validation set (10%), anda

held-out test set for evaluation (20%) (Table 1A). To assess

the effects of ancestry composition of the PGS training sets

on predictive performance, we fit four PGSmodels by using

different subsets of the training-set individuals: (1) White

British population (WB-only [model i], ntrain ¼ 237,055),

(2) all of the unrelated individuals in the training set (inclu-

sive [model ii], ntrain ¼ 284,661), (3) individuals across the

continuum of ancestry, where the number of individuals

was kept the same as for the WB-only model (inclusive-

FixN [model iii], ntrain ¼ 237,055), and (4) individuals

from White British, non-British White, South Asian, and

African ancestry groups with population stratification

(MultiPop, NoAdmixed [model iv], ntrain ¼ 237,055)

(Table 1B). We fit PGS models across 60 quantitative traits,

consisting of anthropometric and hematological measures

(material and methods, Table S1).

The resulting sparse-PGS model contained from 2,827

(inclusive-FixN model for mean corpuscular hemoglobin

concentration) to 62,419 (inclusive model for standing

height) genetic variants, with a median of 30,787 variants

for the inclusive model (Figure S1; Table S4). Given the na-

ture of penalized multivariate regression, we observed
1894 The American Journal of Human Genetics 110, 1888–1902, Nov
shrinkage of effect-size estimates in inclusive PGS models

compared GWASs (Figure S2). The direction of the effects

is more consistent with European ancestry groups than

with non-European ancestry groups, as expected, given

that most individuals used to train inclusive PGS models

are of European ancestry. When we compared the pre-

dicted scores in the individuals in the held-out test set

across the four models, the scores were largely consistent

with substantial variability across ancestry groups. For

instance, the median value of Pearson’s correlation be-

tween the PGSs from the WB-only and the inclusive

models was 0.94 for white British individuals and 0.84

for African individuals (Figure S3; Table S5).

Our systematic application of iPGS and evaluation of our

predictive performance (R2) across 60 quantitative traits

indicates that the direct inclusion of diverse-ancestry indi-

viduals increases predictive performance in held-out-test-

set individuals of non-European ancestry (material and

methods, Figures 2B, 3, S4, and S5; Table S2). Overall,

iPGS showed the greatest improvements for individuals of

African ancestry; there were an average of 48.9% (95% con-

fidence interval [CI] ¼ [20.2%, 77.7%]) improvements

across 60 quantitative traits when the models were trained

on the same number of individuals (inclusive-FixN, ntrain ¼
237,055, material and methods, Figure 2B; Table S6). For

some traits (e.g., neutrophil count), our inclusive-FixN

PGS model showed substantial improvements (R2 ¼
0.0577 for the genotype-only model, nominal p value ¼
1.3 3 10�16) in the held-out test-set individuals of African

ancestry in comparison to the baseline model trained

only on White British individuals (R2 ¼ 0.0011, nominal

p > 0.05, more than a 50-fold increase in R2), even though

bothmodels were trained with the same number of individ-

uals of n ¼ 237,055 (Figure 3F). The difference in R2 values

was statistically significant, with a nominal p value of 2.93

10�6 (material and methods). Similarly, we observed im-

provements in prediction for leukocyte (red blood cell)

count in African individuals (R2 ¼ 0.0465, nominal p ¼
1.2 3 10�13 vs. R2 ¼ 0.0044, nominal p ¼ 0.024 for inclu-

sive-FixN and WB-only models, respectively) (Figure 3G).

With the inclusion of all individuals across the contin-

uum of genomic ancestry (inclusive, ntrain ¼ 284,661),
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Figure 3. Systematic predictive performance evaluation of inclusive PGS (iPGS) models and PRS-CSx across 60 anthropometric and
hematological traits in the UK Biobank
(A) The predictive performance (R2) in White British (WB), South Asian (SA), and African (Afr) groups in the UK Biobank are shown for
four select models: (i) WB-only, (ii) inclusive, (iii) inclusive-FixN, and (vii) PRS-CSx.
(B) The number of approximately LD-independent (R2 < 0.2 in the African population in the UK Biobank) variants with heterogeneous
GWAS associations (material and methods).
(C–G). The predictive performance of up to eight PGSmodels inWhite British (WB) and African (Afr) populations in the UK Biobank are
shown for five select traits. The refit models are trained only for the neutrophil and leukocyte counts, where genetic variants with het-
erogeneous GWAS effects were observed. The predictive performance for othermodels and ancestry groups is shown in Figures S4 and S5.
BMI: bodymass index. Vol.: volume. Dist.: distribution. Impd.: impedance. Frac.: fraction. Conc.: concentration. %: percentage. R: right.
L: left. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.
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we observed that our inclusive model showed improved or

equally competitive performance over our WB-only model

across all of the five populations tested in our study

(Figure 2B; Table S7). Overall, we found an average

improvement of 60.8% (95% CI: [31.2%, 90.3%]) for indi-

viduals of African ancestry, 11.6% (95% CI: [8.9%, 14.4%])

for South Asian, 7.3% (95% CI: [5.0%, 9.5%]) for non-

British White, 4.8% (95% CI: [3.7%, 5.9%]) for White

British, and 17.8% (95% CI: [11.8%, 23.8%]) for the re-

maining individuals (‘‘others’’) for the held-out test-set,

indicating the power gain in inclusive PGS training

(Figures 2B and S6; Table S6). With a fixed number of

training individuals (ntrain ¼ 237,055), our inclusive-FixN

PGSmodel (trained on 189,449WB and 47,606 individuals

of the other ancestry groups, instead of 237,055 WB) led

to a very modest drop in performance (2.5%, 95% CI:

[2.1%, 2.9%]) in White British, as expected given the

smaller ancestry-matched sample size in the training set

(Figure 2B). However, when we used all the unrelated indi-

viduals in the training set (inclusive, ntrain ¼ 284,661),

there was no drop in the performance across all population

groups.

Heritability and allele-frequency analysis

We next investigated the relationship between heritability

and predictive performance of the iPGS model by focusing

on White British individuals because they had the largest

sample size in the UK Biobank. Because wemodel the addi-

tive genetic effects in our iPGS model, the narrow-sense

SNP heritability provides the theoretical upper bound of

predictive performance. We estimated the heritability by

using LD score regression48 and compared it with the pre-

dictive performance of our iPGS model. We found that the

predictive performance of the iPGS models for hematolog-

ical traits was closer to the heritability estimates than it was

for the anthropometric traits (Figure S7; Table S8). The

observed difference most likely reflects the difference in

the power across traits with ntrain ¼ 284,661 individuals

in the UK Biobank. The sample size required to achieve pre-

dictive performance at the estimated heritability depends

on the genetic architecture of each trait, and anthropo-

metric traits might require a larger sample size. Indeed, a

saturated map of genetic associations for standing height

has recently been reported for the European population

through meta-analysis of GWAS results from 4 million Eu-

ropean individuals.62

We examined the allele frequency of the genetic variants

selected in the PGS model across 60 traits and found that

our PGS models capture common variants (Figure S8).

Across the 1,316,181 genetic variants analyzed in the

study, some variants were of lower frequency in non-Euro-

pean individuals (Figures S8 and S9). We observed a similar

difference between ancestry groups when we restricted the

analysis to �300,000 genetic variants selected for at least

one of the 60 traits (Figure S9; Table S9). Although the dif-

ference between PGS models was much smaller than the

difference between ancestry groups, the variants selected
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in iPGS models were more common in European than in

African individuals (Figures S8 and S9).

Detecting ancestry-dependent genetic effects with

heterogeneity tests

Although our results across 60 quantitative traits high-

light the benefits of modeling genetic effects shared across

ancestry groups, in some cases, ancestry-dependent or

ancestry-specific genetic effects might result in reduced

performance. Previous analyses have revealed a relatively

small number of loci with substantial differences in

allele frequency between ancestry groups, and some

of these loci show associations with complex traits.63–65

To identify genetic variants with heterogeneous associa-

tions across ancestry groups in the UK Biobank, we sys-

tematically applied the heterogeneity test by using

GWAS meta-analysis (material and methods, Figure 3B;

Table S10). Applying the heterogeneity test across 60

traits, we found a limited number of approximately LD-in-

dependent (R2 < 0.5) heterogeneous associations (median

of 0) with a few exceptions. Neutrophil counts showed

the greatest level of heterogeneity; approximately 69

LD-independent loci had statistically significant heteroge-

neous GWAS associations, all located in chromosome 1

(Figures 3B and 4A, S10, and S11). Most of those variants

had population-specific effects in individuals of African

ancestry (Figure 4B). The neutrophil-count-lowering

alleles with heterogeneous associations were of higher

allele frequency in individuals of African ancestry in UK

Biobank (Figure 4C).

The lead GWAS-associated variant for neutrophil counts

in African ancestry groups is a well-characterized up-

stream untranslated region (UTR) variant rs2814778 in

ACKR1 (atypical chemokine receptor 1, also known as

Duffy blood group gene [DARC] [MIM: 613665])

(Figure S10), which encodes the subunit of the Duffy re-

ceptor and serves as the basis of the Duffy blood group

system. The UTR variant rs2814778 disrupts binding sites

of the GATA1 transcription factor and shuts down expres-

sion of the receptor in erythrocytes;66 thus, it is consid-

ered the null allele. The null allele is under positive selec-

tion in the African population (allele frequency of 83% in

the African population and 0.3% in the non-Finish Euro-

pean population),31,63,67 given that the Duffy receptor

works as the canonical entry point for the malaria para-

site, Plasmodium vivax, and the null allele is protective

against malaria infection.68,69 Beyond its roles in erythro-

cytes, the null allele is also known as the causal variant for

neutrophil-count-lowering associations from admixture

mapping studies.67 A recent GWAS meta-analysis of he-

matological traits supports the association between

rs2814778 and neutrophil counts in individuals of African

ancestry.70 When we looked at the variants selected in the

PGS models, the causal UTR variant rs2814778 was

captured in the inclusive PGS model but not in the WB-

only model (Figure S12), highlighting the benefits of in-

clusive PGS training.
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Figure 4. Enhanced predictive performance with iPGSþrefit that additionally accounts for ancestry-dependent genetic effects
(A) GWAS meta-analysis heterogeneity test in the UK Biobank for the neutrophil count. Genetic variants with heterogeneity
p value < 5 3 10�8 are highlighted in brown.
(B) GWAS effect size comparison betweenWhite British (x axis) and African (y axis) populations in the UK Biobank. The color indicates
whether the variants show heterogeneous GWAS associations. Error bars represent the standard error of the GWAS effect-size estimates.
(C) Allele frequency comparison for 5,890 genetic variants associated with neutrophil count (material andmethods). The color indicates
whether the variants show heterogeneous GWAS associations. The shape and size represent the direction and the magnitude of GWAS
associations in the African population in the UK Biobank.
(D and E) Phenotype mean values of neutrophil count (D) and leukocyte count (E) stratified by decile of PGS in the held-out test set of
individuals of the African population in the UK Biobank are shown. Error bars represent the standard error-of-mean estimates.
PTVs: protein-truncating variants. PAVs: protein-altering variants. PCVs: proximal coding variants. Intronic: intronic variants. UTR: ge-
netic variants on untranslated regions. Others: other non-coding variants.
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Joint modeling of ancestry-shared and -dependent

effects

To account for ancestry-shared and ancestry-dependent ge-

netic effects, we developed a series of new models, named

iPGSþrefitmodels (material andmethods). In thesemodels,

we fit a regression model to the individual-level data in a

specific ancestry group. We considered an additive combi-

nation of covariate effects, iPGS, and genetic variants with

ancestry-dependent genetic associations as predictors. We

also explored an iPGSþrefit model that additionally con-

siders the interaction between the first two genotype prin-

cipal components and the genetic variants with ancestry-

dependent genetic effects. We named these two models

"iPGSþrefit in Afr (wo/interaction)" (model v) and

"iPGSþrefit in Afr" (model vi), respectively (material and

methods). For neutrophil counts, for example, we identified

186 genetic variants with heterogeneous genetic associa-

tions from a GWAS meta-analysis in the UK Biobank

(Figure 4A).We then focused on the 4,853 individuals of Af-

rican ancestry in our training and validation sets and

applied the iPGSþrefit regression models to their individ-

ual-level data. For the "iPGSþrefit in Afr (wo/interaction)"

model (model v), we used 188 variables as predictors, which

included one term each representing the covariate effects

and iPGS score as well as the 186 genetic variants. For the

"iPGSþrefit in Afr" model (model vi), we used as predictors

a total of 560 variables, consisting of an additional 372 vari-

ables that model the interaction between the 186 genetic

variants and the first two genotype principal components

(material andmethods).We evaluated the predictive perfor-

mance of thesemodels by using the individuals in the held-

out test set.

The iPGSþrefit model improved predictive performance

whenwe observed the genetic variants with heterogeneous

GWAS associations across ancestry groups. For neutrophil

counts, we saw further improvements with population-

specific iPGSþrefit, even beyond the improvements in

the inclusive PGS model without the population-specific

refit in the African population (Figures 3F and 4D). We

found the iPGSþrefit in Afr (wo/interaction) (model v)

showed the improvements over the vanilla iPGS model

without refit (R2 ¼ 0.0737 vs. R2 ¼ 0.0567). Furthermore,

the iPGSþrefit in Afr (model vi), which considers the inter-

action between genotype PCs and genetic variants with

heterogeneous effects, showed the best predictive perfor-

mance (R2 ¼ 0.1148) for African individuals. The perfor-

mance measure exceeded the best-performing model we

observed for White British individuals (R2 ¼ 0.0902 in

iPGS, model ii), even though only 1.49% (4246/284,661,

Table 1) of individuals used in the iPGS training were of Af-

rican ancestry, highlighting the benefits of population-spe-

cific refit using the genetic variants with ancestry-depen-

dent associations. We observed similar improvements in

iPGSþrefit models in leukocyte counts (R2 ¼ 0.0947,

0.0470, and 0.0441 in iPGSþrefit in Afr [model vi],

iPGSþrefit in Afr [wo/interactions, model v], and iPGS

[model ii], respectively) (Figures 3G and 4E).
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Comparison with summary-statistics-based PGS

approach

Lastly, we compared our iPGS with PRS-CSx, a recently

developed multi-ancestry-aware PGS approach.16 Specif-

ically, PRS-CSx fits Bayesian multiple-linear-regression

models by using GWAS summary statistics from multiple

population groups and a series of ancestry-matched LD

reference panels. We compared its predictive performance

across European (White British and non-British White),

South Asian, African, and the remaining ‘‘other’’ individ-

uals in the held-out test set. We fit two sets of models for

each of the 60 traits: PRS-CSx (model vii, trained on

ntrain ¼ 293,301 individuals) and PRS-CSx (n ¼ 256k)

(model viii, trained on ntrain¼ 256,637 individuals), which

we used for hyperparameter tuning for both models (Ta-

ble 1, material and methods). Overall, our iPGS (model ii)

outperformed the PRS-CSx model trained on up to

ntrain ¼ 293,301 individuals in most tested traits and

ancestry groups even though we trained iPGS models on

a smaller number of ntrain¼ 284,661 individuals (Figures 3,

S4, and S5; Table S6). The few exceptions were all in the Af-

rican population and when there were genetic variants

with ancestry-dependent effects (Figures 3A and 3B).

Ancestry-dependent genetic effects violate the modeling

assumption in iPGS; inclusive PGS training works best to

capture ancestry-shared genetic effects. Nonetheless, for

neutrophil and leukocyte counts, where PRS-CSx outper-

formed the vanilla iPGS models without population-spe-

cific refit, iPGSþrefit showed the best predictive perfor-

mance for African individuals (Figures 3F, 3G, 4D, and

4E). Those results highlight the advantage of iPGS and

the flexibility of iPGSþrefit in jointly modeling ancestry-

dependent and ancestry-shared genetic effects.
Discussion

We present inclusive PGS (iPGS), a PGS training strategy

that includes ancestry-diverse individuals. By working

directly on the individual-level data, iPGS does not require

LD reference panels in PGS fitting and naturally provides a

way to include admixed individuals in PGS training. Our

empirical results, in 33 simulation configurations and 60

anthropometric and hematological traits in the UK Bio-

bank, indicate the power of iPGS training in capturing ge-

netic effects shared across ancestry groups. Across all pop-

ulation groups in the held-out test set, we see the largest

improvements in predictive performance when we use

ancestry-diverse individuals, including admixed individ-

uals, in training, highlighting the increase in sample size

and power.

We also developed iPGSþrefit, a method to model

ancestry-dependent effects on top of the shared effects

captured in iPGS. We showed its utility when genetic vari-

ants have heterogeneous associations, by using neutrophil

and leukocyte counts as examples. A systematic bench-

marking across the 60 traits revealed the competitive
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advantage of iPGS and iPGSþrefit against the commonly

used summary-statistics-based PGS model, PRS-CSx.16

Unlikeother existingmethods,14our iPGS isdirectly appli-

cable to admixed individuals without the need for local-

ancestry inference. In our application of iPGS to the UK Bio-

bank, we report the predictive performance for the ‘‘others’’

group (Figure S4). The average improvement is 17.8% (95%

CI: [11.8%, 23.8%]) for the inclusive model over the WB-

only model (Figure 2B). Given the diverse ancestral back-

ground, individual-level quantification of the predictive

performancewould bemore appropriate for this groupof in-

dividuals.A recent study reports aBayesianapproach toeval-

uate the predictive performance of PGS at the individual

level.21 However, the Bayesian method depends on resam-

pling from Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).

It is not directly applicable to other statistical models, such

as the ones based on thepenalized regressionon the individ-

ual-level data, as ours is, and fast BayesianPGS basedonvari-

ational inference.71 Further methodological innovations

will be needed to evaluate the individual-level performance

of PGS models for a wider class of PGS models.

When fitting inclusive PGS models, we assume shared

genetic effects across ancestry groups, and our iPGS works

the best under this assumption. Our empirical analysis

across 60 traits in the UK Biobank shows that iPGS im-

proves the transferability for most situations. However,

there is no guarantee as to whether the genetic variants

selected in the PGS model have causal roles because iPGS

is not designed for fine-mapping analysis. In our applica-

tion of iPGS to the UK Biobank, we observe that genetic

variants selected in the iPGS model are more common in

the White British than in the African population, consis-

tent with the difference in the allele-frequency distribution

across 1.3 million genetic variants considered in the study.

Moreover, we observe some cases where ancestry-depen-

dent or ancestry-specific associations violate our modeling

assumptions. In some cases, there are extreme differences

in allele frequency across population groups—for example,

as a result of the positive selections in some populations, as

we see in the UTR variant rs2814778 in ACKR1. For neutro-

phil count, our inclusive PGS model captures the causal

UTR variant, but that is not the case for our WB-only

model. We develop an iPGSþrefit strategy to jointly model

ancestry-shared and ancestry-dependent effects in a spe-

cific population when our modeling assumption in the va-

nilla iPGS does not hold. In our applications of iPGSþrefit

to hematological traits in the UK Biobank, we selected the

candidate genetic variants with ancestry-dependent effects

by using the heterogeneity test implemented in a GWAS

meta-analysis. We empirically report that the interaction

effects between the genetic variants and genotype PCs

help improve the predictive performance in iPGSþrefit.

However, there is no guarantee that the predictive models

constructed from iPGS and iPGSþrefit capture the causal

effects. Investigating how best to combine the ancestry-

shared and ancestry-dependent effects warrants further

follow-up analysis.
The American Jour
We envision three directions for future improvements in

our strategy. First, we consider genome-wide admixture

fractions along with age, sex, age2, age*sex, and Townsend

deprivation index as covariates in PGS modeling: integra-

tion with local ancestry inference72 and emergingmethod-

ologies to efficiently represent LD and genealogical

relationships among haplotypes73 might provide opportu-

nities to model the interaction between polygenic effects

and local ancestry. Second, we prioritize coding variants

by using heuristics-based penalty factors (material and

methods) as in our previous study33: incorporating the

biomedical domain knowledge to prioritize specific classes

of variants, perhaps with functional genomics12 and sin-

gle-cell genomics data, could prioritize causal variants

and further improve the transferability. Third, we currently

focus on the UK Biobank only as proof of principle,

given the challenges in sharing individual-level data across

cohorts, but future studies will benefit greatly from

combining multiple cohorts.

Overall, our results highlight the importance and the ben-

efits of inclusive PGS training: it naturally offers a way to

include admixed individuals in PGS training and increases

the power to model ancestry-shared polygenic effects. We

also indicate that joint modeling of ancestry-shared and

-dependent effects, as in our iPGSþrefit model, would be

beneficial for further improvements of the transferability

of PGSmodels.Wemake iPGS coefficients publicly available

via anonline browser (https://ipgs.mit.edu), figshare dataset

(https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22905368),74 and in

the PGS catalog (PGP publication ID: PGP000502).75 Our

work enables future studies to build more equitable PGS

models and apply them to translational research.
Data and code availability

The supplementary data files are available as a dataset at fig-

share (https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.22905368). The

sparse iPGS model weights generated from this study are

also available at our online browser (http://ipgs.mit.edu/)

and in the PGS catalog (https://www.pgscatalog.org/

publication/PGP000502; score IDs are listed in Table S1).

The analyses presented in this study were based on the indi-

vidual-level data accessed through UK Biobank: https://

www.ukbiobank.ac.uk. The BASIL algorithm implemented

in the R snpnet package version 2 (https://github.com/

rivas-lab/snpnet/tree/compact)wasused in thePGSanalysis.
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Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/
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